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ITSoG Bog Meeting
July 7, 2019

73% of IEEE Women
have experienced
negative outcomes in
their careers due to
their gender

28% of IEEE
Women have
experienced
unwanted sexual
advances.

34% of women feel
mistrusted by their
male colleagues
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TAB Ad-Hoc Committee: Women & URMs (est. 2016)
▶

▶
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Recommendations (Nov. 2016 President’s Forum)
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Formed by

Highest priority: form TAB standing committee on diversity/inclusion
2016 VP TAB
Define and track diversity metrics (gender/region/work sector) across IEEE activities
Repository for society best practices around diversity
Diversity training for IEEE/society/committee leadership and staff
Create implicit bias briefing to raise awareness in IEEE and beyond
Make the “face” of IEEE and its marketing more inclusive
Create IEEE-wide initiatives for URMs and other underrepresented groups
Support creation of a climate survey for all IEEE members

TAB standing committee established in Nov. 2017
▪ Scope: ensures TAB policies, procedures, and practices conducive to creating and
maintaining a diverse and inclusive environment for all members.

TAB Diversity/Inclusion Committee Accomplishments to date
1. Bylaw changes to add language recommending a diverse makeup of all IEEE TAB committees/boards
2. Tracking and reporting of TAB committee and board diversity metrics
3. Diversity metrics pilot program: data from 20 S/Cs (43%)
•

Diversity dashboard launched, collection of S/C diversity metrics in progress

4. TAB statement affirming IEEE Codes of Conduct and Ethics
•

Additional wording for S/Cs to adopt

•

Explicit affirmation of IEEE ethics/conduct codes on member application/renewal

5. Formed CDI subcommittee on harassment
6. Worked with MCE and IEEE Staff to develop Conference Code of Conduct
7. Represented IEEE in convening of professional societies around NASEM report recommendations
8. Discussed with IEEE Communications showcasing diverse members in Spectrum, Facebook, etc.
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9. Raise awareness about diversity and inclusion challenges in IEEE and the profession

IEEE Diversity and Inclusion Activities outside TAB
▶

▶
▶

▶
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MGA
▪ WIE, YP, and Student Activities Committees under MGA umbrella
▪ Adopted statement reaffirming IEEE codes of ethics and conduct
Standards
▪ Adopted statement reaffirming IEEE codes of ethics and conduct
IEEE Awards
▪
▪
▪
▪

Diversity statement adopted
Strongly encourage 1 woman on each award committee and recommend 2
Implicit bias document generated to circulate to committee chairs: impact?
Diversity data of nominations/awards available to chairs/AB: need more transparency

IEEE Fellows

▪ Fellows report has statistical analysis of low number of women nominees/elevations
▪ Fellows Chair and CDI soliciting women willing to serve on the Fellow Committee.
▪ Also discussed joint efforts to solicit more Fellow nominations of qualified women.

CDI 2019 Plan
▶
▶

▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
▶
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Diversity metrics report for TAB, S/Cs, and ideally areas outside TAB
▪ Ability to impact Awards, Fellows, Pubs, Confs, Communications, and other areas of IEEE via influence

Launch IEEE TAB website around diversity and inclusion
▪ Goal is a public IEEE website on diversity and inclusion similar to Royal Society
▪ Promote transparency around diversity and inclusion (all metrics public)

Help initiate new policies around reporting/adjudicating ethics violations (including sexual
harassment) in all IEEE activities, including conferences
Create best practices document for S/Cs and IEEE overall on diversity and inclusion
Create training around diversity and inclusion for TAB, other OUs, and IEEE leaders
Develop plan to raise awareness of implicit bias throughout IEEE

Entails D&I
efforts
across IEEE

Develop recommendations for IEEE bylaw changes around diversity and inclusion
Develop strategies to make IEEE of more value to diverse groups
Develop a Diversity Statement for TAB and/or the IEEE
Propose Diversity Pledges to end same-sex panels, editorial/conference boards, committees, …

2019 IEEE President
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IEEE Ad Hoc Committee on
Diversity, Inclusion, and Professional Ethics
Andrea Goldsmith: Chair
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Charter (Approved Feb. 2019)

Develop and implement mechanisms to improve diversity, inclusion, and professional
ethics across all IEEE.
▶
▶

▶
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Subcommittee on diversity and inclusion:
▪ Develop and implement mechanisms to improve diversity and inclusion across all of the IEEE
Subcommittee on professional ethics:
▪ Streamline and merge all codes around ethics into 1 code with a few high-level principles to
facilitate education of members and volunteers
▪ Develop education, training, and outreach to raise awareness among members and
volunteers about IEEE code of ethics and their responsibility to uphold them, report
violations, and prevent retaliation
▪ Develop professional ethics advice and support policies

Subcommittee on IEEE ethics processes:

▪ Develop a complete overhaul of IEEE ethics processes around reporting, mediation,
adjudication, appeal, and sanctions incorporating best practices for confidential reporting,
timeliness, tracking, and transparency
▪ Consider implementing ombudsperson and whistleblower programs

Progress Highlights and IEEE Board of Directors Motions
▶

▶
▶
▶
▶
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Subcommittee on diversity and inclusion (D&I):

▪ Define, collect, and track diversity metrics across gender, region, work sector, and YPs
across and within all OUs with automated and ideally public diversity dashboard
▪ Produce an annual diversity report, to also highlight IEEE’s efforts/progress around D&I
▪ Create an IEEE D&I website, including metrics, best practices, and educational materials.

Subcommittee on professional ethics:

▪ Propose a single code of ethics with 2 high-level principles (merges existing codes)

Subcommittee on IEEE ethics processes:

▪ Propose overhaul of IEEE ethics processes

Institute article on ad hoc committee formation and plans
▪ Coupled with article on Women in Tech survey.

Need for continuation of ad hoc committee’s work past 2019

▪ Could renew ad hoc in 2020, or create permanent IEEE D&I Committee

Proposed Process
▶

Establishes a unified single point-of-entry
system for reporting compliance and
conduct complaints

▶

Clarifies timelines to address compliance
and conduct complaints in a more timely
and efficient manner

▶

Simplifies process for IEEE members,
volunteers, and staff to report misconduct

▶

▶
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Centralizes information about members and
volunteers who have participated in
misconduct so that it may be shared more
effectively between Organizational Units,
including Nominations & Appointments
committees
Ensures a broad, diverse, and unbiased
perspective when evaluating complaints

Much work is needed to make the road ahead for the next
generation of women in EE and STEM a bit easier

To make progress, need to collect statistics, raise awareness, track
diversity/inclusion progress, & recruit advocates: we need the guys
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These activities must take place in professional organizations
(particularly the IEEE), universities and companies

Backup
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Subcommittee on diversity and inclusion:
▶
▶
▶

▶

Chair: Meyer; Members: Beebee, Bernhard, Goldsmith, Land, Nishihara, Pedersen, Ramos, Russell
Charter: Develop and implement mechanisms to improve diversity and inclusion across all of the IEEE.
Recommendations for June Discussion

▪ Define and track diversity metrics across gender, geographic region, work sector, and YPs across all Ous
▪ Will be used to produce an annual diversity report, to also highlight IEEE’s efforts/progress around D&I
▪ Create an IEEE website on diversity and inclusion, including metrics, best practices, and educational materials.

Other Recommendations under consideration

▪ Examine mechanisms to improve diversity and inclusion in IEEE Awards, Fellows and Distinguished Lecturers
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▶
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▪ IEEE Awards event had 5 woman and 9 people outside N. America winning major IEEE honors and awards

Raise awareness and create training around diversity, inclusion, and implicit bias for volunteers and members
Consider IEEE and OU bylaw changes around diversity and inclusion
Ensure IEEE marketing and communications are diverse and inclusive
Develop strategies to make IEEE of more value to diverse groups
Investigate barriers to participation for diverse groups and propose mitigation methods
Outreach to companies focused on diversity and inclusion

Outreach within IEEE

▪ Discussions with Corporate Communications and Brand Marketing
▪ Diversity metrics collected from IEEE Awards and IEEE Fellows

Subcommittee on member and professional ethics:
▶
▶

Chair: Goldsmith; Members: Beebe, Hudgins, Pinto, Salazar-Palma, Russell, Wiggins
Charter: Streamline and merge all codes around ethics into 1 code with a few highlevel principles to facilitate education of members and volunteers
▪ Delineate by professional integrity/responsibility and conduct towards others
▪ Requires highest ethical standards in conduct and professional activities
▪ Proposal is to replace existing Code of Ethics with this merged code

▪ Develop education, training, outreach, and accountability to raise awareness
among members, volunteers, and volunteer leaders about IEEE code of ethics and
their responsibility to uphold them, report violations, and prevent retaliation.
▪ Collecting list of existing education and training
▪ Plan to recommend supplementing onboarding training with diversity/inclusion

▪ Develop professional ethics advice and support policies
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▪ Can IEEE effectively provide advice of this nature? What support/referrals are possible?
▪ Extensive discussions with IEEE Committee of Concerned Volunteers (CEV)
▪ Upcoming discussion around IEEE TechEthics

Subcommittee on IEEE ethics processes:
▶
▶

Chair: Hudgins; Members: Beebe, Bernhard, Goldsmith, Meyer, Pedersen, Muirhead,
Nishihara, Pinto, Ramos, Russell, Salazar-Palma, Wiggins
Charter:
▪ Develop complete overhaul of IEEE ethics processes around reporting, mediation,
adjudication, appeal, and sanctions incorporating best practices for confidential
reporting, timeliness, tracking, and transparency around cases and outcomes.
▪ Draft recommendation posted to Board portal
▪ Call with EthicsPoint as outside vendor for reporting portal on June 12
▪ Consider recommendations for rescinding awards and other honors as well as
restrictions on leadership and other member activities due to ethics violations.
▪ Need to develop recommendations in conjunction with EMCC and Board of Directors
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▪ Consider implementing ombudsperson and whistleblower programs
▪ Will look at other professional societies for models. Some legal concerns.
▪ Questions around internal support mechanisms or referral mechanisms
▪ Consider adoption of Title IX best practices

Diversity Metrics and Dashboard
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Automated Diversity Metrics data collection
What can we get from OU Analytics and the Gender Dashboard?

▸We can get a gender/region distribution of:

- S/C Membership*
- Volunteer info (Officers, BoG Members, …) at S/C as well as Major Board committee levels

▸We cannot get:

- Associate editors and editors-in-chief (as this depends on Society classification and ScholarOne does
not have genders and region data)
- S/C and IEEE Award nominees/recipients (regular and Paper awards)
- Fellow nominees/recipients
- Distinguished lecturers
- Other unreported S/C-specifics (vice-VPs, alternates,…)

Despite the issues, automatic data extraction will reduce the burden on Volunteers to
provide the data, so let’s use it!
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*The current Diversity dashboard does not allow us to look at Council data, only Society data

Diversity dashboard

Visualizing diversity through OU Analytics

▸Live demonstration
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Diversity Dashboard Screenshots
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Diversity Metrics in 2019
Timeline of implementation

Email from CDI to
all S/C Presidents with
general information on
the survey process.
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Link sent to S/C Presidents
and relevant Chairs/VPs.
Automatic reminder
email every week.

Curated and comparative
data available to S/Cs on
Data analysis and
the TAB/CDI website for
feedback with S/C
internal or SCRC use.
for clarifications and
supplementary data.

D&I Efforts in IEEE Awards and Fellows
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IEEE Awards Board Mission and Diversity
Statement
(from IEEE Awards Board Operations Manual Section)
Mission

The IEEE Awards Board (AB) administers the awards and recognition program of the
IEEE. Through its awards program, the IEEE advances the interests of its members by
recognizing their contributions in advancing the fields of interest to IEEE to the benefit
of society. By this means, the image and prestige of the organization, its members, and
the profession are all enhanced. The IEEE awards program honors members and other
professionals for their service to the society.

DIVERSITY STATEMENT – 2018

IEEE awards recognize exceptional contributions to all IEEE fields of interest (technical
and nontechnical) made by organizations and individuals regardless of nationality,
gender, age, religion, ethnic background or differing abilities. The IEEE Awards Program
is committed to pursuing diversity in all its operations to help realize and maintain fair
nomination and selection processes without bias or discrimination.
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Some Background on Diversity
• The percentage of women nominated for and that receive technical awards under
the auspices of the IEEE (including paper awards, society awards, and IEEE awards)
is considerably below their representation in the membership.
• The frequency of nominations of women for TFAs and medals is another indicator.
• Although we need to be concerned across all underrepresented demographics,
statistics regarding women nominees and winners of IEEE awards are currently
tracked. Thus, we use this as both an example and an important issue in its own
right.
• As of 2016, for some awards, there were no nominations of women over a five-year
timespan. For 2011-2015, 4%-6% of the TFA nominations were female, and 1%-7%
of the medal nominations were female. In 2015, two-thirds of all TFAs and half of all
medals did not have a single female nominee. The percentage of medals and TFAs
without a single female nominee were even higher in 2011-2014: with only 1-4
medals (out of 16) with a female nominee in that timeframe, and 5-8 TFAs (out of
29).
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Implicit Bias Training – 2016
• IEEE Award Statistics: The constitution of the IEEE membership was once very different
than at present, with a much different concentration by gender, region, and technical
field. Wherever we look, we find that IEEE awards have a considerably different
distribution from the current IEEE membership. In part, this is due to a natural lag
between the performance and recognition of outstanding contributions. Nevertheless,
the differences appear to be more extreme than this explanation alone would suggest.
One contributor to any such discrepancy could be implicit bias.
• Training: Since 2016, the IEEE Medals, Recognitions, and Technical Field Award Selection
Committees have been requested to take an implicit bias test and to review the following
documents prior to reviewing the candidate nomination packages:
• A briefing summarizing social science research into implicit bias, its impact, and
suggesting concrete steps that our award committees can take to mitigate its
undesirable effects.
• A summary of relevant statistics regarding IEEE Awards, social science research on
implicit bias, and a compilation of additional resources.
• The implicit bias documents were developed by David Messerschmitt, 2016 Awards
Board Member and Medals Council Chair and Andrea Goldsmith, 2016 IEEE Medals
Council Member and Alexander Graham Bell Medal Chair.
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Guidelines for Selection Committee Appointments
(from IEEE Awards Board Operations Manual – 2017)

• All Award Selection Committees should ensure the diversity of their membership rosters
in terms of geography, gender, and relevant IEEE Society/Council technical coverage.
• Each seven-person TFA committee should have no more than four members from the
United States (Regions 1-6), at least one female member (strive for 2), and is expected to
have at least one representative each from Region 8 (Europe), Region 10 (Asia-Pacific),
and Region 7 (Canada) or Region 9 (Latin America).
• Each nine-person Medal/Recognition committee should have no more than five
members from the United States (Regions 1-6), at least one female member (strive for
2), and is expected to have at least one representative each from Region 8 (Europe),
Region 10 (Asia-Pacific), and Region 7 (Canada) or Region 9 (Latin America).
• Each selection committee should declare the Society/Council memberships and technical
affiliations of its members and prospective members and the principal technical foci they
represent, to ensure coverage of the full breadth of their award. It is important to have
full coverage of the relevant technical areas. Recognizing that these are IEEE-level
awards, the inclusion of one or two senior individuals from outside the primary area of
the award is encouraged.
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Guidelines for Selection Committee Appointments
(Continued)

• Any current or past close relationships between continuing members and
prospective members of the selection committees (e.g., shared institutional
affiliations, supervisor/student, manager/employee, post-doc relationship, and/or
research collaborations and joint publications) must be declared and normally
avoided.
• When evaluating award nominations, any committee member having a close
relationship with an award nominee should recuse him or herself from discussion
about or voting on that nominee. A committee may request this member to speak,
but otherwise the member should neither listen to nor speak in the discussion and
should not vote on the nominee.
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Diversity in the Awards Program
2020 TFA Nomination Statistics Gender

2020 TFA Nomination Statistics Regional

Number of total
candidates

Number of
female candidate

Number of total
candidates

Number of
R7+R9
candidates

261

20

261

13

*Women made up
approximately 8% of
candidates in 2020

IEEE Membership
Female – 12%
IEEE Membership
Canada 4%
Latin America 4%
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*Region 7 made up
approximately 3% of
candidates in 2020
Region 9 made up
approximately 2% of
candidates for 2020

Diversity in the Awards Program
2019 Medal Nomination Statistics
- Gender

2019 Medal Nomination Statistics
- Regional

Number of total
candidates

Number of
female candidate

Number of total
candidates

Number of
R7+R9
candidates

177

16

177

6

*Women made up
approximately 9% of
candidates in 2019

IEEE Membership
Female – 12%
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*Region 7 and 9 made up
approximately 3.4% of
candidates in 2019

IEEE Membership
Canada 4%
Latin America 4%

2019 IEEE Honors Ceremony:
The Largest Number of Women Honored

Telle Whitney
IEEE Honorary Membership

Eva Tardos
IEEE John von Neumann Medal

Katherine G. Johnson
IEEE President’s Award

Teresa Meng
IEEE Alexander Graham Bell Medal

Ursula Keller
IEEE Edison Medal
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IEEE Member Data by gender and grade (2016)
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IEEE Fellows Elevation Data
▶

▶

▶

▶
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Data suggests that the “gender” and “elevation”
events can be considered independent events on
the 1999-2018 average. However, in recent years,
the elevation probability of women has improved!
The direct (Pr{Pass|Gender}) conditional elevation
probability of male (38.2%) and female (39.4%)
nominees is very close to the unconditional
probability of elevation (38.3%).
For the 5-year average 2014-2018, the
independence noted above for the 20-year
average does not hold anymore. The conditional
elevation for females has kept steady to 39% while
the unconditional one has decreased to 33.5% like
the male conditional one which is 33%.
Women for the IEEE Fellow Committee:
▪ 2018: 12%; 2017: 24%

D&I Efforts in IEEE Communications
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7/7/2019
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Diversity and Inclusion in IEEE Communications
“Face” of IEEE presentations, publications, and
social media have not been inclusive
Should reflect the diversity of our membership
and their achievements
Discussions with Monika Stickel (Corporate
Comm. & Brand Marketing), and Karen Hawkins
(IEEE Chief Marketing Officer) around this goal
Much recent progress
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Diversity and Inclusion
Ensure there is a balance on our social
media platforms to represent the work of
all IEEE members internationally.
Team has identified key areas of the
organization where more content can be
gained to better represent the brand.
We review and manage posts to ensure
balance.
(These photos do not represent all posts. These are examples
only.)
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Recent Diversity Showcases
In honor of Black History Month, the digital team
focused on giving recognition to engineers who
have made significant contributions that were
instrumental in shaping the future of engineering
and helped blaze a path for others to follow.
These posts were among the top performers in
February.
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To reinforce the importance of Diversity and
Inclusion among employees:
▪ InsideIEEE highlights key social media posts
▪ A “Tech Pioneers and Innovators” page now
lives on intranet

NASEM Report
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November 2018 Spectrum: Article on NASEM Report

http://sites.nationalacademies.org/SHSTUDY
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What Can Professional Organizations Do?

Recommendations from NASEM Report and Oct. 1 AAAS Convening of Society Leaders to discuss it
▶

Enact codes of conduct for membership and conferences that include language around sexual
and gender harassment, with effective reporting mechanisms and consequences for violations
▪ IEEE ahead of many professional societies in having codes of ethics/conduct
▪ Not many members are aware of the codes or the implications for violating them
▪ IEEE ethics violation reporting and adjudication processes woefully inadequate, especially
for sexual and gender harassment (esp. lack of anonymous reporting in yellow card/EMCC)
▪ Reporting rare and hard; should not be up to most vulnerable members to fix this
▪ Potential for damaging retaliation against victim and his/her supporters
▪ Other societies have implemented conference codes of conduct and processes to deal
immediately and anonymously with complaints
▪ In discussion with BoD ad-hoc committee on ethics; will present at Jan. BoD retreat

▶

Need to create a culture and associated programs raising awareness and urging that all
members work to prevent sexual/gender harassment
▪ Awards and honors can consider ethics of nominees (AAAS revokes Fellow)
▪ S/Cs should create dialogs on this topic (statements, workshops, etc.)
▪ Need transparency and accountability at all levels of leadership
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